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Temporal coherence in Salmo trutta in Swedish 

streams/rivers 

By Petter Johansson 

Abstract 

By using long-term monitoring data on trout (Salmo trutta) abundance in streams and rivers 

in northern Sweden synchronous patterns of trout abundance at both regional and local (i.e., 

within watershed) scales was investigated. Spearman’s rank correlation tests were conducted 

on the trout abundance data to quantify the degree of synchrony among and within 

watersheds. The results showed synchronous patterns at both local and regional scales. There 

were also signs of asynchronous patterns, which indicate presence of local scale filters and 

their impact on trout population dynamics. Synchrony for young and older trout individuals 

showed a different response to increasing distance among watersheds. This result is 

important because it indicates that synchronous population dynamics for trout is partly 

determined by its life-history stages and how mortality is affected differently by certain 

factors throughout life. Regional trends in synchrony of young individuals suggest that broad 

scale trends in climate properties are important. This study shows how complex and variable 

synchrony patterns can be when investigating fluctuations in natural populations across 

different scales. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Spatial synchrony, or temporal coherence, across populations is one defining feature of meta-

population dynamics (Ranta et al. 1995). 

Spatial synchrony refers to when separate populations fluctuate in abundance in the same 

pattern over time. These synchronous fluctuations have been observed over quite large areas 

(Koenig 2002), including the global scale (Crump et al. 2009). Moreover, synchronous 

behavior has been shown across many taxa, for example mammals (Grenfell et al. 1998), fish 

(Tedesco et al. 2004), and plankton (Rusak et al. 1999). Spatial synchrony patterns are no 

doubt a widespread phenomenon across many ecosystems. But the fluctuation of these 

patterns and mechanisms responsible can differ depending on the organism as well as the 

spatial and temporal scales considered (Bjørnstad et al. 1999). 

Two questions that such observations have motivated are: what are the causes that regulate 

the degree of synchrony in populations and over which spatial scales can we expect to find 

synchronous dynamics? These questions are not fully understood but there are some 

mechanisms that have been shown to explain temporal coherence across different scales. 

Specifically, there are three processes that are thought to regulate temporal coherence: 

spatially-correlated environmental stochasticity (also known as the Moran effect), dispersal, 

and trophic interactions (e.g., predation) (Huttunen et al. 2014). Specifically, the Moran 

effect suggests that different populations, which are regulated by the same density-dependant 

structure, will display synchrony if the environmental variation they are exposed to is similar 

(e.g., temperature) (Massie et al. 2015). Meaning that high synchrony can be observed over 

vast distances if environmental conditions are same. In contrast, dispersal driven synchrony 

tends to higher for closely located populations and then decrease with distance (Ranta et al. 

1995). Predator-prey interactions could also induce synchrony in prey populations. If the 

predators focus on prey hot-spots in an area of otherwise low prey density, the dynamics of 

the prey population will become less variable and thus more synchronous (Ims and 

Andreassen 2000). 

This study will investigate temporal coherence over varying spatial scales in rivers in 

northern Sweden by analyzing long term monitoring data in trout (Salmo trutta) 

populations. By understanding on which scales different habitats behave similarly or 

differently we can improve our management of these systems across landscapes (Huttunen et 

al. 2014). While the idea of synchrony has been widely applied to aquatic ecosystems, most of 

this work has focused on understanding how ecological patterns (e.g., plankton abundance) 

across lakes in a region change over time (e.g., seasonally), and at what spatial scale in the 

landscape synchrony is observed (Kling et al. 2000; Magnusson et al. 1990.).  For example, 

Kling et al. (2000) found that lakes that were close together within a drainage system showed 

similar changes in biological and chemical variables over time; as this distance increased, 

lakes pairs became increasingly uncoupled and thus apparently influenced by different sets of 

environmental drivers. 

In contrast to lakes, fewer studies have explored the patterns and strength of synchrony in 

stream and river ecosystems (but see Huttunen et al. 2014). River networks are hierarchically 

organized ecosystems, with geomorphic properties (Frissell et al. 1986) and environmental 

filters (Poff 1997) that govern habitat structure and ecological processes at multiple, nested 
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scales.  Accordingly, while broad-scale features (like climate) may influence local ecological 

dynamics, these are often further modified within individual reaches by smaller scale habitat 

features (e.g., the distribution of sediments).  Thus, understanding how to restore and 

manage rivers for particular environmental targets (e.g., trout production) requires 

knowledge of what spatial scales are most relevant to a species of interest.  The assessment of 

synchronous dynamics across scales (e.g., within and among watersheds) provides a first step 

toward understanding these dynamics.   

1.2 Aim 

This study will take advantage of existing monitoring data on summer S. trutta abundance 

from 145 sites within 15 watersheds of northern Sweden. By analyzing long term monitoring 

data in summer trout abundance in streams and rivers in northern Sweden this study will 

evaluate: 

i) How synchronous these fish populations are within streams/rivers in different 

watershed regions. 

ii) How synchronous they are when different watershed regions are compared with each 

other. 

iii) How different broad scale parameters (e.g., catchment size, and geographic distance) 

influence the strength of synchrony across major watersheds.  

2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Swedish Electrofishing Register 

This study will use monitoring data out of the Swedish Electrofishing Register, hereby 

referred to as SERS. This database contains a lot of information on Swedish streams and 

rivers, for example information on fish species composition, abundance, habitat size (river 

width) and habitat quality classification. The SERS is compiled of work done by the Swedish 

county administrative board, environmental monitoring programs and other organizations 

and governmental agencies, which voluntarily contribute to the database. The data in this 

register are a valuable resource in the planning of monitoring programs, habitat restoration, 

and classification of ecological state of Swedish streams and rivers. The results are also of 

scientific value and the results have been used in several publications (Sers 2013). For a 

detailed description of appropriate methodology and regulations for electrofishing see 

Degerman and Sers (1993). Importantly, these time series data reveal dramatic interannual 

variation in trout abundance at monitoring stations (Figure 1).  A major goal of this study is 

evaluate whether or not these dynamics are the same across different sites within watersheds 

or among the major watersheds within the region.  
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Figure 1. This figure shows the average trout abundance for the watershed Umeälven. Black bars represents year 

of the young abundance and the grey bars represents individuals older than one year (Sers 2013). 

2.2 Study area /data selection 

The data that will be used from SERS in this study is trout abundance in streams and rivers 

across northern Sweden. This dataset contains lots of information sampled over long periods 

with varying degree of sampling continuity. So therefore a selection of the data available had 

to be done. Sites that had consistent sampling between 1990 and 2013 were included. Not all 

sites were sampled every year during this period so if at least 18 years of data were available 

the site was included in the dataset for this study. 

The area that was selected ranged from Dalälven in the southern part of Norrland to 

Torneälven as the most northern system. Overall there were 15 watersheds (Figure 2) that 

had sufficient sampling from 1990 to 2013. Each sample site had data on trout abundance 

/100 m2 for young of the year individuals, individuals older than one year and total 

abundance. A few sites were sampled more than once per year and to avoid having more than 

one value represent a site the average was used for those sites.  
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Figure 2. Map showing the distribution of 15 watersheds in northern Sweden and the location of the sampled sites 

in each watershed. The first number in the parenthesis represents a watershed ID for easier referencing. The 

second number represents the number of sample sites within that watershed. The sites that are sampled each have 

time series that includes at least 18 years of data from the period 1990-2013. The two sample sites for Torneälven 

are so close to each other so they appear as only one site in the map. 

2.3 Statistics 

The Spearman’s rank correlation was used to determine the strength and direction (+/-) of 

synchrony in trout abundance over time among and within watersheds. Put simply, strong 

positive correlation indicates that the trout populations at two sampling stations (or between 

two watersheds) is increasing and decreasing in the same way over time. Spearman’s rank 
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correlation was chosen for its non-parametric characteristics, meaning that no assumptions 

about the trout dataset had to be fulfilled. 

As an example, if trout abundance data for different watersheds is plotted in a scatterplot 

these synchronous patterns can be observed visually (Figure 3). The left panel (A) shows a 

high positive correlation among watersheds, the middle panel (B) show neutral synchrony (or 

no synchrony), and the right panel (C) show a negative synchrony. 

 

Figure 3. Three scatterplots showing the different type of correlations observed in the trout data. The left (A) 

shows a positive correlation (RHO=0,79. P<0,05), the right (B) shows a negative correlation (RHO=-0,6. P<0,05) 

and the middle plot (C) show a neutral correlation (RHO=0. P>0,05). 

Spearman’s rank correlations were first calculated across all individual sampling stations 

within each watershed (e.g., site 1 was tested with 2, then 3, then 4, until all sites had been 

tested against each other) The number of sampled sites differed between watersheds giving 

each site its own number or Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, hereby known as RHO. 

Next, to calculate the correlations between watersheds, the average trout abundance per year 

for the sampled sites within each watershed was used. Each watershed had one average 

abundance value for young, old and total trout abundance. These averages were then tested 

statistically in the same way as the within watershed analysis. For both within watersheds 

and among watersheds all statistical work was done on young, old and total trout abundance 

on the chosen dataset from SERS. 

All the statistical work was done in R Studio with the add-on package Hmisc. This package 

allows for calculating matrixes with correlations and the P-values. Missing years of data were 

treated with pairwise deletion.  

2.4 Spearman’s rank correlation vs. distance and catchment size 

All RHO correlations for the among-watershed tests were compared with the difference in 

latitude and catchment size for each respective pair. The idea here is to test if watersheds that 

share similar physical properties (in terms of area) or are located close to each other display 

synchronous behavior. To compare the latitude difference the coordinate data (available in 

RT90) from SERS were used. The average latitude coordinate (meaning the x-cordinate) was 

calculated for each watershed and then the difference in x-coordinates was calculated among 

watersheds and plotted against its respective Spearman’s rank. The same analysis was done 

to ask whether the strength of synchrony between two watersheds was more similar for 

catchments that were closer to the same size. 
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3 Results 

3.1 Within Watersheds 

The distribution of the RHO values for the analyses done within watersheds can be seen in 

the histograms in figure 4. For young trout the mean RHO=0,12, median RHO=0,14 and the 

range were -0,76 to 0,86. For old individuals the mean RHO=0,14, median RHO=0,14 and 

the range were -0,71 to 0,87. For all individuals the mean RHO=0,16, median RHO=0,18 and 

the range were -0,76 to 0,83. The percentage of significant Spearman’s rank correlations 

within each watershed can be seen in table 3. The amount of significant tests ranged from 0% 

(important to note that this watershed only had two sample sites) up to 41,8%. 

The within watershed analyses can be seen for each separate watershed in table 1, where the 

mean, median and range is displayed separately for each watershed. The analyses for 

watersheds 3, 4 and 5 is missing due to only having one sample site so no within correlation 

could be calculated. 

 

Figure 4. Histograms showing distribution of Spearman’s RHO within watersheds.  The line shows how the data 

should look if normally distributed. Histogram (A) shows young trout, (B) shows older trout and (C) shows RHO 

values for all trout. 

Table 1. Table showing the average RHO within every watershed for the three sample classes young, old and total. 

Note that the watersheds that only had one sample is not represented (see table 1) since no within analysis could 

be done due to only one sample site in those areas. 

 

3.2 Among Watersheds 

The distribution of RHO values for the among watershed analyses can be seen in the 

histograms in figure 5. For young trout the mean RHO =0,17, median RHO=0,19 and the 

range of RHO values were -0,56 to 0,76. For old individuals the mean RHO=0,22, median 

RHO=0,23 and the range of RHO values were -0,43 to 0,75. For all individuals the mean 

RHO=0,2, median RHO=0,23 and the range of RHO values were -0,6 to 0,82. Of all the 
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correlations that were done among the watersheds 20,3% were significant with 

P<0,05(whereas 18,7% were positive correlations and 1,6% were negative correlations). 

 

Figure 5. Histograms showing distribution of Spearman’s RHO among watersheds. The line shows how the data 

should look if normally distributed. Histogram (A) shows young trout, (B) shows older trout and (C) shows RHO 

values for all trout. 

In order to investigate the impact of spatial separation among watersheds the difference in 

latitude were plotted against RHO for each watershed (Figure 6). Both young and total RHO 

(left and right plots in figure 4) showed a negative relationship with increasing distance 

between watersheds. RHO for old individuals indicated no significant relationship (middle 

plot in figure 6) with increasing distance between watersheds. In contrast, no significant 

correlations were found when comparing catchment size with RHO. 

Figure 6. Scatterplots showing the relationship for RHO values and the difference in latitude among watersheds 

for young (A), old (B) and total (C) trout abundance.  (A) shows a negative relationship (Pearson’s r= -0,41. 

P<0,00001). (B) shows no particular relationship (Pearson’s r= -0,004. P>0,05). (C) shows a negative 

relationship (Pearson’s r= -0,31. P<0,001). 

 

The results for all of the Spearman’s rank correlations among watersheds can be seen fully in 

table 2. The purple cells are significant at P<0,05.  
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Table 2. Table showing Spearman’s RHO analyses among each watershed region. The green rows are for young 

individuals, orange for old and red for total. The areas highlighted with purple are significant (P<0,05).  

 

Umeälven TorneälvenByskeälvenDalälven Gideälven Hörnån IndalsälvenKalixälven Ljungan Ljusnan LögdeälvenRickleån Sävarån ÅngermanälvenÖreälven

Umeälven 1.00 -0.21 -0.14 0.00 0.23 0.59 0.16 0.24 0.35 0.11 0.61 0.40 0.60 0.19 0.52

Umeälven 1.00 0.57 0.36 0.45 0.43 0.50 0.08 0.47 0.46 0.13 0.55 0.12 0.53 0.00 0.43

Umeälven 1.00 0.07 0.06 0.03 0.20 0.62 0.05 0.38 0.40 0.33 0.59 0.27 0.74 0.19 0.51

Umeälven TorneälvenByskeälvenDalälven Gideälven Hörnån IndalsälvenKalixälven Ljungan Ljusnan LögdeälvenRickleån Sävarån ÅngermanälvenÖreälven

Torneälven-0.21 1.00 0.14 -0.26 0.24 0.12 -0.16 0.31 -0.03 -0.09 0.21 0.05 -0.04 -0.02 -0.21

Torneälven0.57 1.00 0.09 0.17 0.50 0.53 -0.03 0.57 0.13 0.25 0.38 0.12 0.44 -0.14 0.29

Torneälven0.07 1.00 -0.08 0.26 0.16 0.28 -0.14 0.58 0.08 -0.11 0.24 0.09 0.08 -0.07 -0.10

Umeälven TorneälvenByskeälvenDalälven Gideälven Hörnån IndalsälvenKalixälven Ljungan Ljusnan LögdeälvenRickleån Sävarån ÅngermanälvenÖreälven

Byskeälven-0.14 0.14 1.00 -0.36 -0.52 -0.42 -0.24 0.11 -0.15 -0.09 -0.56 0.08 -0.26 -0.28 -0.26

Byskeälven0.36 0.09 1.00 0.50 0.44 0.42 -0.07 0.14 0.14 -0.05 0.39 0.19 0.35 -0.17 0.45

Byskeälven0.06 -0.08 1.00 0.50 0.44 0.21 -0.08 -0.04 0.15 -0.03 -0.05 0.18 0.21 -0.60 0.29

Umeälven TorneälvenByskeälvenDalälven Gideälven Hörnån IndalsälvenKalixälven Ljungan Ljusnan LögdeälvenRickleån Sävarån ÅngermanälvenÖreälven

Dalälven 0.00 -0.26 -0.36 1.00 0.19 0.24 0.49 -0.21 0.05 -0.23 0.27 -0.10 0.23 0.39 0.50

Dalälven 0.45 0.17 0.50 1.00 0.24 0.15 0.31 0.34 0.52 -0.19 0.28 0.45 0.19 -0.16 0.40

Dalälven 0.03 0.26 0.50 1.00 0.24 0.06 0.14 0.09 0.49 0.01 -0.03 0.47 0.09 -0.48 -0.13

Umeälven TorneälvenByskeälvenDalälven Gideälven Hörnån IndalsälvenKalixälven Ljungan Ljusnan LögdeälvenRickleån Sävarån ÅngermanälvenÖreälven

Gideälven 0.23 0.24 -0.52 0.19 1.00 0.51 0.18 0.08 0.48 0.07 0.49 -0.12 0.47 0.31 0.44

Gideälven 0.43 0.50 0.44 0.24 1.00 0.30 0.24 0.26 0.19 -0.04 0.44 0.00 0.27 0.07 0.53

Gideälven 0.20 0.16 0.44 0.24 1.00 0.35 0.21 -0.14 0.46 0.05 0.46 -0.15 0.28 0.12 0.22

Umeälven TorneälvenByskeälvenDalälven Gideälven Hörnån IndalsälvenKalixälven Ljungan Ljusnan LögdeälvenRickleån Sävarån ÅngermanälvenÖreälven

Hörnån 0.59 0.12 -0.42 0.24 0.51 1.00 0.19 0.38 0.29 -0.04 0.69 0.26 0.79 0.40 0.50

Hörnån 0.50 0.53 0.42 0.15 0.30 1.00 -0.33 0.37 0.12 -0.04 0.75 0.03 0.58 0.06 0.19

Hörnån 0.62 0.28 0.21 0.06 0.35 1.00 -0.04 0.45 0.13 0.17 0.66 0.16 0.82 0.32 0.52

Umeälven TorneälvenByskeälvenDalälven Gideälven Hörnån IndalsälvenKalixälven Ljungan Ljusnan LögdeälvenRickleån Sävarån ÅngermanälvenÖreälven

Indalsälven0.16 -0.16 -0.24 0.49 0.18 0.19 1.00 -0.05 0.48 0.22 0.41 0.49 0.07 0.34 0.41

Indalsälven0.08 -0.03 -0.07 0.31 0.24 -0.33 1.00 0.10 0.29 0.17 -0.03 0.19 -0.37 -0.20 0.33

Indalsälven0.05 -0.14 -0.08 0.14 0.21 -0.04 1.00 -0.05 0.41 0.23 0.13 0.49 -0.05 0.19 0.31

Umeälven TorneälvenByskeälvenDalälven Gideälven Hörnån IndalsälvenKalixälven Ljungan Ljusnan LögdeälvenRickleån Sävarån ÅngermanälvenÖreälven

Kalixälven 0.24 0.31 0.11 -0.21 0.08 0.38 -0.05 1.00 0.13 0.01 0.17 0.60 0.15 -0.17 -0.06

Kalixälven 0.47 0.57 0.14 0.34 0.26 0.37 0.10 1.00 0.31 0.02 0.15 0.27 0.22 -0.43 0.38

Kalixälven 0.38 0.58 -0.04 0.09 -0.14 0.45 -0.05 1.00 0.15 0.09 0.33 0.45 0.29 -0.11 0.14

Umeälven TorneälvenByskeälvenDalälven Gideälven Hörnån IndalsälvenKalixälven Ljungan Ljusnan LögdeälvenRickleån Sävarån ÅngermanälvenÖreälven

Ljungan 0.35 -0.03 -0.15 0.05 0.48 0.29 0.48 0.13 1.00 0.28 0.39 0.30 0.25 0.05 0.12

Ljungan 0.46 0.13 0.14 0.52 0.19 0.12 0.29 0.31 1.00 0.36 0.16 0.71 0.20 -0.11 0.31

Ljungan 0.40 0.08 0.15 0.49 0.46 0.13 0.41 0.15 1.00 0.33 0.16 0.44 0.24 -0.05 0.14

Umeälven TorneälvenByskeälvenDalälven Gideälven Hörnån IndalsälvenKalixälven Ljungan Ljusnan LögdeälvenRickleån Sävarån ÅngermanälvenÖreälven

Ljusnan 0.11 -0.09 -0.09 -0.23 0.07 -0.04 0.22 0.01 0.28 1.00 -0.01 0.28 0.27 0.24 0.00

Ljusnan 0.13 0.25 -0.05 -0.19 -0.04 -0.04 0.17 0.02 0.36 1.00 0.05 0.41 0.21 0.03 0.26

Ljusnan 0.33 -0.11 -0.03 0.01 0.05 0.17 0.23 0.09 0.33 1.00 0.16 0.46 0.37 0.21 0.02

Umeälven TorneälvenByskeälvenDalälven Gideälven Hörnån IndalsälvenKalixälven Ljungan Ljusnan LögdeälvenRickleån Sävarån ÅngermanälvenÖreälven

Lögdeälven0.61 0.21 -0.56 0.27 0.49 0.69 0.41 0.17 0.39 -0.01 1.00 0.30 0.57 0.35 0.40

Lögdeälven0.55 0.38 0.39 0.28 0.44 0.75 -0.03 0.15 0.16 0.05 1.00 -0.02 0.46 0.13 0.29

Lögdeälven0.59 0.24 -0.05 -0.03 0.46 0.66 0.13 0.33 0.16 0.16 1.00 0.05 0.54 0.26 0.47

Umeälven TorneälvenByskeälvenDalälven Gideälven Hörnån IndalsälvenKalixälven Ljungan Ljusnan LögdeälvenRickleån Sävarån ÅngermanälvenÖreälven

Rickleån 0.40 0.05 0.08 -0.10 -0.12 0.26 0.49 0.60 0.30 0.28 0.30 1.00 0.06 0.09 0.05

Rickleån 0.12 0.12 0.19 0.45 0.00 0.03 0.19 0.27 0.71 0.41 -0.02 1.00 0.23 -0.28 0.09

Rickleån 0.27 0.09 0.18 0.47 -0.15 0.16 0.49 0.45 0.44 0.46 0.05 1.00 0.19 -0.05 0.08

Umeälven TorneälvenByskeälvenDalälven Gideälven Hörnån IndalsälvenKalixälven Ljungan Ljusnan LögdeälvenRickleån Sävarån ÅngermanälvenÖreälven

Sävarån 0.60 -0.04 -0.26 0.23 0.47 0.79 0.07 0.15 0.25 0.27 0.57 0.06 1.00 0.51 0.48

Sävarån 0.53 0.44 0.35 0.19 0.27 0.58 -0.37 0.22 0.20 0.21 0.46 0.23 1.00 0.28 0.14

Sävarån 0.74 0.08 0.21 0.09 0.28 0.82 -0.05 0.29 0.24 0.37 0.54 0.19 1.00 0.36 0.42

Umeälven TorneälvenByskeälvenDalälven Gideälven Hörnån IndalsälvenKalixälven Ljungan Ljusnan LögdeälvenRickleån Sävarån ÅngermanälvenÖreälven

Ångermanälven0.19 -0.02 -0.28 0.39 0.31 0.40 0.34 -0.17 0.05 0.24 0.35 0.09 0.51 1.00 0.26

Ångermanälven0.00 -0.14 -0.17 -0.16 0.07 0.06 -0.20 -0.43 -0.11 0.03 0.13 -0.28 0.28 1.00 -0.15

Ångermanälven0.19 -0.07 -0.60 -0.48 0.12 0.32 0.19 -0.11 -0.05 0.21 0.26 -0.05 0.36 1.00 0.15

Umeälven TorneälvenByskeälvenDalälven Gideälven Hörnån IndalsälvenKalixälven Ljungan Ljusnan LögdeälvenRickleån Sävarån ÅngermanälvenÖreälven

Öreälven 0.52 -0.21 -0.26 0.50 0.44 0.50 0.41 -0.06 0.12 0.00 0.40 0.05 0.48 0.26 1.00

Öreälven 0.43 0.29 0.45 0.40 0.53 0.19 0.33 0.38 0.31 0.26 0.29 0.09 0.14 -0.15 1.00

Öreälven 0.51 -0.10 0.29 -0.13 0.22 0.52 0.31 0.14 0.14 0.02 0.47 0.08 0.42 0.15 1.00
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4 Discussion 

When it comes to temporal coherence studies show that the scale, both temporal (Magnusson 

et al. 1990) and spatial (Poff 1997) are of importance when establishing how certain factors 

affect specific populations or variables. Since this study investigates both among- and within-

watershed synchrony, for both young and old trout, it is important to remember that factors 

governing synchrony on a larger scale most likely differs when looking at smaller scales 

(Lundberg et al. 2000, Rusak et al. 1999). The results from this study are supported by these 

ideas. The frequency of high synchrony tended to be greater for within than for among 

synchrony tests (See right tails in the histograms in figure 3 and 4). Also, for some within 

watershed correlations the % significant correlations were as high as 30-40%, compared to 

20% for the among watershed correlations. In addition to these differences across spatial 

scales, there were also differences in synchrony between young and older individuals.  This 

result suggests that the relevant scales influencing trout population dynamics and synchrony 

may change as they age.     

Tests of within watershed synchrony showed significant temporal coherence within many of 

the river systems studied. This result is not surprising considering how close some of the 

sampling sites are.  At this scale, especially if the sites are located within the same sub 

catchment, it is hard to distinguish if the pattern observed is due to dispersal, the Moran 

effect or a combination of the two (Reyjol et al. 2008). For example, sites that are close 

together may be strongly connected via dispersal, thus explaining synchronous dynamics.  At 

the same time, closely located sites may share a range of climatic and habitat features and 

thus be synchronous for that reason. In a previous study, Tedesco and Hugueny (2006), 

showed that the population dynamics for 52 species of freshwater fish in West Africa with 

different life-history strategies are affected differently by environmental stochasticity and 

that the interactions regulating synchrony can be quite complex. Their results are supported 

by this study, in this case, for the synchrony patterns of a single species within large 

watersheds. 

While synchrony was sometimes high within watersheds, there were also asynchronous 

patterns within sites. Results like these are not uncommon. Huttunen et al. (2014) 

experienced the same to be true for benthic stream communities and highlights the 

importance of local-scale habitat filters in regulating community dynamics. Some watersheds 

in this study span different biomes, from alpine zones in the west to boreal zones in the east. 

For sites with lots of climatic variability asynchronous patterns can be expected (Huttunen et 

al. 2014; Magnusson et al. 1990). Another reason for the variability observed within 

watersheds is natural variation in habitat structure. The rivers and streams that were 

sampled differ in size and that alone could cause different filters to control local population 

dynamics (Poff 1997). Anthropogenic activity can also cause local disturbances in synchrony 

patterns (e.g., pollution, habitat degradation) (Kling et al. 2000). Considering that many of 

the major cities in Norrland are located near rivers, anthropogenic disturbances is a likely 

explanation for some of the variability observed in this study. Future studies could take 

advantage of this data set to better understand what causes variation in trout population 

dynamics within the complex watersheds. 

A key result of this study is that the among watershed tests suggested that trout synchrony at 

broad scales is influenced by regional position (north-south), and likely prevailing climate 

conditions.  The most northern watersheds, Kalixälven and Torneälven, are most 
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synchronous among each other compared to when they are tested against watersheds further 

south. The same pattern is true for the watersheds located in the center of the map in figure 

2. See table 2 for the degree of synchrony among watersheds. A likely explanation for this 

result is the Moran effect (environmental factors regulating fluctuations in a population). 

Dispersal is probably not as likely to explain synchrony for trout at this scale due the 

challenges of migrating among watersheds, especially for young trout (Cattanéo et al. 2003). 

For other taxa that are not bound by the boundaries and connectivity of their habitat, like 

freshwater fish is, dispersal plays a bigger role in synchronous behavior at regional scales. 

Ranta et al (1995) discusses the patterns that should be observed if that was the case: If the 

Moran effect is the dominant factor controlling synchrony there should be little decay of 

synchrony as distance increases between populations. On the other hand, if dispersal is the 

main factor regulating synchrony, a decay of synchrony with increasing distance between 

populations is expected. Even though a decrease of synchrony with distance was observed 

here, I would still argue that the Moran effect is a more likely explanation than dispersal, at 

least for trout in Swedish rivers systems at broad regional scales. This further illustrates the 

problem of finding general rules for explaining synchrony patterns (Poff et al. 1997). Since 

the rates of dispersal for trout is not tested in this study it would be interesting if future 

studies could test on which scales the Moran theorem replaces dispersal as the dominant 

factor in regulating synchrony for trout.  

Other studies have tested how environmental factor causes Moran effects in populations. 

Timing of high and low flow periods could induce synchrony in gudgeon (Gobio gobio) 

(Reyjol et al. 2008). Rusak (1999) brings up other environmental factors that could 

synchronize populations (e.g., water-chemistry, temperature, depth). Since catchment size 

didn’t seem to have any effect on the degree of synchrony for trout there are still other viable 

factors that could explain how trout synchrony patterns can be regulated by environmental 

variation. Watersheds located close to each other likely share similar environmental 

characteristics, hence explaining the synchrony patterns observed here. To verify this idea, 

further studies should look into how trout populations respond to different environmental 

variables. 

The synchrony of young and old trout in different watersheds is not equally affected by how 

far apart the watersheds are. The degree of synchrony for young trout was negatively 

correlated with increasing distance among watersheds (Figure 6 panel A), while older 

individuals seems to be unaffected by this factor. Depending on which stage in its life history 

a trout is, certain factors could affect the trout differently throughout life, causing different 

factors to regulate the degree synchrony for young and older trout (In this case, longitudinal 

distance among watersheds). This kind of stage-dependant synchrony has been shown in 

other species of fish in France, where different age-classes also exhibit variation in their 

synchrony patterns (Reyjol et al. 2008). According to Poff et al. (1997) certain species traits 

can help us understand the mechanisms that regulate a population on different scales, for 

freshwater fish key traits are life-history and trophic groups. For trout there is a difference in 

their preferred habitat between young and old individuals and their choice in food (Jonsson 

1989). This preferential difference in habitat and food choice between young and older trout 

likely causes population fluctuations to be determined by different factors for the two age 

classes.  

There are also some limitations with this study that needs to be noted. It should be 

highlighted that the trout data used in this study has been sampled by different groups of 
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people with different equipment over a very long time. This affects standardization of the 

sampling in a negative way. Thus making interannual bias a factor that affects the quality of 

the data sampled (Reyjol et al. 2008). In 1993, Degerman and Sers released general 

guidelines and methods for electrofishing that in no doubt helped in standardizing the 

fieldwork for electro-fishing. Since this study uses data as far back as 1990 there might be 

practical differences in the sampling that affects the catch results for the sampling up to 1993. 

Sample time is also something that will affect the results of the electrofishing, especially for 

young of the year trout. If the sampling is carried out early in summer young individuals 

might be too small to effectively catch. Colder water temperatures also aggravate sampling by 

making young trout more docile and likely to hide in deep pockets (Degerman and Sers 

1993). Not accounting for which month the sampling was conducted adds uncertainty to how 

reliable the abundance data for young trout at different sites can be compared.  

To conclude, this study further strengthens the results that the synchrony of a system can be 

highly variable at both large and small scales (Cattanéo et al. 2003; Tedesco et al. 2004), and 

that the underlying causes for synchrony also shifts from region to region (Troia and Gido 

2013). By identifying the mechanisms and interactions that is responsible for these patterns 

we can further improve the predictions we make about synchronous behavior in populations. 

Tedesco et al. (2008) discusses the usefulness of a general model in predicting synchrony, 

even though that goal is not likely to be met in the near future it is still an issue worth 

addressing. Until such a model is constructed studies like this is needed to expand our 

knowledge and understanding regarding population dynamics at different scales. Further 

studies should look into how spatial processes, habitat health or species traits/life histories 

regulate synchronous patterns in trout populations. As we improve our knowledge about 

what drives fluctuations in a given population through practical experiments, the easier it will 

become to design theories and models that help us predict patterns in natural systems in the 

future. 
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